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Performance appraisal management is of great account in modern management. 
The Local Taxation Bureau, as a crucial economic functional department of the State 
which puts forward government restructuring, function transformation and service 
improvement, is shifting to be a public service-oriented and modernized branch. 
Strengthen performance evaluation intensifies tax collection and management, and 
arouse taxation staff’s enthusiasm and creativity. It also plays an important part of the 
Taxation Department’s informationlization construction, which shows, as well, the 
endeavor of scientific revenue management required by the provincial local taxation 
department. 
This dissertation, based on analyzing the existing performance examine of 
Chucking Autonomous Prefecture, synthesized the client’s needs and provides a 
closed analysis of the overall function of this system, setting the Local Taxation 
Bureau as the main object, which consists of 6 parts including county (city) 
assessment, department assessment, position assessment, performance evaluation 
administration, performance evaluation inquiries and its maintain ace. It contains 
detailed system requirement of each part and shows a performance evaluation 
management system based on ASP technology architecture, MVC model, and SQL 
Server2005 data bank as the data persistence layer, specially emphasizing the system 
analysis, system design and system test. A conclusion is drowning at the end of the 
paper and a future of this system is discussed as well. 
With the help of this system, two problems were solved in the performance 
evaluation of Chucking Autonomous Prefecture’s Local Taxation Bureau. 
First, it realizes integration of the index data storage. Tax performance 
management system extractions, loads and stores the indicators data, providing a 
comprehensive evaluation indicator data for performance management system 















Second, it realizes unified assessment management system. On the basis of the 
existing assessment index data tax performance management system integrates 
existing data analysis and application systems and establishes a unified data analysis 
and assessment using existing rights management, indicators and assessment rules. 
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